In this paper, we mainly investigate non-developable ruled surface in a Euclidean 3-space whose mean curvature vector field is an eigenvector of the Laplacian operator with respect to non-degenerate second fundamental form of the surface.
Introduction
Minimal surfaces are one of main objects which have drawn geometers' interest for a very long time. In particular, the only minimal ruled surfaces in Euclidean 3-space E 3 are the planes and the helicoids. Let M be a 2-dimensional surface of the Euclidean 3-space E 3 . Denote by x, H and Δ respectively the position vector field, the mean curvature vector field and the Laplacian operator of M, with respect to the Riemannian metric g on M. Then, as it is well known
A well known result due to Takahashi ([9] ) states that minimal surfaces and spheres are the only surfaces in E 3 satisfying the condition
From the formula (1), we know that minimal surfaces and spheres also verify the condition
On the other hand, in [2] Ferrandez, Garay and Lucas proved the surfaces of E 3 satisfying the condition (3) are minimal or an open part of an ordinary sphere or of a circular cylinder.
In this paper, we will investigate the ruled surface whose mean curvature vector field is an eigenvector of the Laplacian operator with respect to nondegenerate second fundamental form II in E 3 , that is,
where Δ II is the Laplacian operator with respect to non-degenerate second fundamental form II.
Recently, in [3] Kaimakamis and Papantoniou studied surfaces of revolution in Lorentz-Minkowski 3-space satisfying the condition
where Mat(3, R) is the set of 3 × 3-real matrices.
Preliminaries
We denote a surface M in E 3 by
Let U be the standard unit normal vector field on a surface M defined by
. Then the first fundamental form I and the second fundamental form II of a surface M are defined by, respectively
where we put
It is readily seen that the second fundamental form of a surface is nondegenerate if and only if a surface is non-developable. Therefore, on a nondevelopable surface, the second fundamental form II can be regarded as a new Riemannian metric, and the Laplacian operator Δ II can be defined formally on the Riemannian manifold (M, II). Using classical notation, we define the Laplacian operator Δ II by
where
Main Results
In this section we classify a non-developable ruled surface in a Euclidean 3-space E 3 satisfying the equation (4). It is well known that a cylindrical ruled surface is developable, i.e., the Gaussian curvature K is identically zero. Thus, non-cylindrical ruled surfaces are meaningful for our study. We have the natural frame {x s , x t } given by x s = α + tβ and x t = β. Then, the components of the first fundamental form are given by
In terms of the orthonormal basis {β, β , β × β } we obtain
Thus, we get
from which the unit normal vector field U is given by
This leads to the components L 11 , L 12 and L 22 of the second fundamental form
and the mean curvature H is given by
If we make use of (6) and (10) together with such functions D, Q and J, the Laplacian Δ II of the second fundamental form II can be expressed as follows :
(12) To computer the condition (4) we need the following.
and
Using (6), (13) and (14) we can obtain by a straightforward computation
Suppose that M satisfies the condition (4). Then from (9), (11) 
On the other hand, one have
which imply that from (17) we have J = F = Q = 0. Therefore, by (11) the surface is minimal, that is, a helicoid. Furthermore, the converse also holds. Thus, this completes the proof.
